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01
INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT FORMAT

1.1 This statement has been prepared by Pegasus Design (part of
the Pegasus Group) on behalf of Richborough Estates Ltd.
1.2 This document is intended to accompany the Outline Planning
application and read in conjunction with all other supporting
technical information and statements, for a residential
development of up to 63 dwellings on Land off Station Road,
Market Bosworth, Leicestershire. All matters are reserved
except for access.
1.3 This statement has been prepared in accordance with Article 9
of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management
Procedure) (England) Order 2010, as amended June 2015,
which requires certain applications to be accompanied by a
Design and Access Statement.

1.5 In response this document will demonstrate the proposed
design principles and development concepts focusing on the
amount and use of development, site access, layout, scale,
landscape and appearance buildings. The document will
therefore seek to:

follows:
Section 1: Introduction - outlines the purpose of the
document.

• Constraints and opportunities that have shaped and influenced
the design proposals;

planning policies that directly affect the development of the

• Provide a summary of the pre-application consultation with
Northwest Leicestershire District Council and the local
community; and

Section 3: Assessment - considers the site and its

• Give a clear breakdown of the evolution of the design and
access, stating how the key stimuluses have influenced them.

Section 2: Planning Policy Context - sets out some of the key
site.
surroundings in terms of the physical, social and economic
context and identifies the site’s constraints and opportunities.
Section 4: Design Principles - sets out a series of key design
principles that will shape the form of development.
Section 5: Involvement - outlines the community engagement

“A concise report accompanying certain
applications for planning permission and
applications for listed building consent. They
provide a framework for applications to
explain how the proposed development is a
suitable response to the site and its setting and
demonstrate that it can be adequately accessed by
prospective users.”
(para.34, National Planning Practice Guidance, March 2014)
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Access Statement writing, this document is structured as

• Provide a clear assessment of the site and how its relationship
with the wider context has been addressed;

1.4 A Design and Access Statement is:
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1.6 In order to meet the general requirements of Design and
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and stakeholder participation undertaken, identifying key
issues and key themes that were raised during these sessions.
Section 6: Design Proposals - sets out the uses and amount
of development proposed, access arrangements, layout of
development, scale of buildings, the landscape strategy and
the appearance and character of houses.
Section 7: Summary - provides a summary of the Design and
Access Statement.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
1.7 The statement has been produced corroboratively between the
following consultants:
• Planning Statement (Fisher German LLP)
• Design and Masterplanning (Pegasus Design)
• Transport Assessment (Hub Transport Planning Ltd)
• Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy (PJS Land
Development Ltd)
• Ecology Assessment (RammSanderson Ecology Ltd)
• Arboricultural Survey (Midland Forestry Ltd)
• Heritage and Archaeology Statement (RPS Group)
• Landscape Statement (Tyler Grange Group Ltd)

CLIENT BACKGROUND

DESIGN VISION

1.8 Richborough Estates is a specialist land promotion business
which supplies the housebuilding community with consented
‘oven ready’ land which accelerates the delivery of their new
homes.
1.9 It is a Founder Member of The Land Promoters & Developers
Federation (LPDF) which is a collection of the UK’s leading
land promotion and development businesses. It takes a
considered and professional approach to land promotion at
every stage of the process, giving you total confidence in both
the technical work and the engagement taking place.
1.10 Their objective is to consider local ideas and proposals before
submitting planning applications for approval and strive for
excellence and make sure key stakeholders are consulted and

“To produce a new living environment of the
highest standard, with a clear and distinguishable
character which reflects the local vernacular and
contextual surroundings.
To provide a sustainable development with a
diverse range of housing to suit all needs while
providing attractive open spaces.
The site aims to provide an appealing
development with streets and places which
promote social interaction.”

involved wherever possible. Planning Officers are consulted
at an early stage and we have a great deal of respect for
the difficult work they undertake on behalf of the Council,
Members and local people.
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THE SITE

Site Location | NTS

1.11 The site, circa 4.2ha, is centred at National Grid Reference
GR SK 3961 0323 and comprises three pasture fields, a pond
located towards the western site boundary and an access road
to the Kyngs Golf & Country Club to the north of the site.
1.12 The boundaries of the site consist of hedgerows and
intermittent mature trees in the west and north. The east
and south are bounded by wooden fencing and some hedging
in the south, which allows views towards the residential
development to the south of Station Road.
1.13 Market Bosworth is a small market town and civil parish in
western Leicestershire, England. Although the town is in
Leicestershire, its postal address is Nuneaton, Warwickshire
and postal area code CV13.
1.14 The site is located to the north of Station Road, to the west of
Market Bosworth. Existing access to the site is via a priority
T-junction which also gives access to Kyngs Golf Club.
1.15 Station Road runs in an east-west direction, is a singlecarriageway two-lane road with street lighting and is subject
to a 30mph speed limit.
1.16 The centre of Market Bosworth lies about 1.1km to the east of
the site.
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THE SITE

Site Context | NTS

Views of the site from Station Road
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02
PLANNING POLICY
PLANNING POLICY

CORE STRATEGY

2.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004 requires planning applications to be determined

spatial strategy and vision for the development of the District

in accordance with the Development Plan unless material

up to 2026. The Plan contains a number of strategic policies

considerations indicate otherwise. The Development Plan

to guide planning applications and subsequent development

material to this proposal comprises:

plan documents. Those policies which are considered most
relevant to design of this application are listed below.

• Core Strategy DPD (Adopted December 2009)
• Site Allocations & Development Management Policies DPD
(SADMP) (Adopted July 2016)
• Market Bosworth Neighbourhood Plan (MBNP) (Made
September 2015)
2.2 It is noted and accepted by the Council that the housing
policies in the Local Plan are out of date. The planning
officer’s report for the nearby site at Sedgemere, Station
Road, Market Bosworth set out that “housing policies in the

2.6 The Core Strategy identifies Market Bosworth as a ‘Key Rural
Centre’. The Core Strategy sets out that these are “villages
that have populations over 1500 people, have a primary school,
local shop, post office, GP, community/leisure facilities,
employment and a 6 day a week bus service (hourly). Key
Rural Centres that provide localised provision of facilities
permit access by foot, cycle and local bus and can minimise
car journeys”.
2.7 Policy 11: Key Rural Centres Stand Alone sets settlement

development plan are considered to be out of date as they

specific policies for a number of the Key Rural Centres, which

focus on delivery of a lower housing requirement than required

do not relate to the Leicester Urban Area or National Forest.

by the up-to-date figure identified in the Governments Housing

In respect of Market Bosworth, the Council set out that to

Delivery Test and the Council is unable to demonstrate a 5

support local services and maintain rural population levels,

year housing land supply”. This is applicable to both Borough

the Council will:

level documents and the MBNP, which is over five years old
and thus no longer afforded the greater protection provided by
paragraph 14 of the Framework.
2.3 In addition, national government policy, principally the
National Planning Policy Framework published in February
2019 (the Framework), is material to the determination of
planning applications.
2.4 Limited weight can be given to the emerging Local Plan
Review, given the early stage of its preparation and delays
to the review as a result of Covid-19 restrictions. When such
works can continue, evidence documents are likely to require
updates which may further delay advancement of the review.

8

2.5 The amended Core Strategy DPD provides the overarching
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• Allocate land for the development of a minimum of 100 new
homes. Developers will need to demonstrate the housing
proposed meets the needs of Market Bosworth, having regard
for the latest Housing Market Assessment and local housing
needs surveys.
• Support the improvement of GP facilities in Market Bosworth
to support the increase in population.
• Address the existing deficiencies in the quality, quantity and
accessibility of green space and play provision in Market
Bosworth.
• Implement the Strategic Green Infrastructure Network Policy
20.

• Require new development to respect the character and
appearance of the Market Bosworth Conservation Area by
incorporating locally distinctive features of the conservation
area into the development.
2.8 Policy 15: Affordable Housing sets out that the affordable
housing target in the rural areas (including Market Bosworth)
is 40% on sites above 4 dwellings, or 0.13ha, or more. The
tenure mix is 75% social rent and 25% intermediate. These
figures may be negotiated on a site by sate basis, taking
factors such as local need, existing provision, characteristics
of the site and viability.
2.9 Policy 16: Housing Density, Mix and Design states that the
Council require a mix of housing types and tenures on all
sites of 10 or more dwellings, taking into account the type
of provision that is likely to be required. All proposals are
required to meet a ‘very good’ rating (16 or more positive
answers out of 20) against the Building for Life Criteria,
unless it can be demonstrated that this is not viable on the
particular site. Proposals for new residential development
will be required to meet a minimum net density of at least
30 dwellings per hectare within and adjoining the Key Rural
Centres. In exceptional circumstances, where individual site
characteristics dictate and are justified, a lower density may
be acceptable.
2.10 Policy 19: Green Space and Play Provision sets the standards
which will be used in relation to the level of green space and
play provision in the Borough to ensure all residents have
access to sufficient, high quality, accessible green spaces and
play areas.
2.11 Policy 24: Sustainable Design and Technology states that
residential development in Rural Centres will be expected

• Deliver safe cycle routes.

to meet the sustainability targets set out in Building a

• Protect the fingers of green open land which penetrate
towards the market place as these are important to the rural
setting of the town.

Greener Future. The Code. BREEAM level is to be met will
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be determined at time of determination of detailed planning
permission or reserved matters.

Site Allocations & Development Management
Policies DPD (SADMP) (Adopted July 2016)
2.12 The Allocations & Development Management DPD sets out
detailed policies and allocations to deliver the requirements

• It would not cause noise or vibrations of a level which would
disturb areas that are valued for their tranquillity in terms of
recreation or amenity;

2.18 Policy SM13: Preserving the Borough’s Archaeology outlines
development proposals will be supported where they
make best use of public transport, ensure there is safe
and accessible pedestrian and cycle access, demonstrate

of the Core Strategy (2009), up to 2026. This includes detailed

• Appropriate remediation of contaminated land in line with
minimum national standards is undertaken;

local allocations and site-specific policy to set the localised

• It will not contribute to poor air quality;

safety, is located where the need to travel is minimised an

• It will not result in land instability or further intensify existing
unstable land; and

can be demonstrated that the residual cumulative impacts of

framework for delivery of new developments. Those policies
which are considered most relevant to the determination of
this application are listed below.
2.13 Policy DM1: Presumption in Favour of Sustainable
Development repeats the now outdated former Paragraph 14
of the Framework.
2.14 Policy DM6: Sustainable Development sets out that

• The development doesn’t create or exacerbate flooding by
being located away from areas of flood risk unless adequately
mitigated against in line with National Policy.
2.16 Policy DM10: Development and Design sets that development
number of criteria by which new proposals will be assessed.

development proposals must demonstrate how they conserve

This includes avoiding adverse impacts on privacy and

and enhance features of nature conservation and geological

amenity, the design compliments or enhances the character

value, including proposals for their long-term management.

of the surrounding area, the use of materials which respect

Major development in particular must include measures to

the existing vernacular, the use of high quality landscape,

deliver biodiversity gains through opportunities to restore,

the use of appropriate SuDS and other drainage solution and

enhance and create valuable habitats, ecological networks

the design maximises natural surveillance and incorporates

and ecosystem services. On site features should be retained,

the principles of secured by design and has considered the

buffered and managed favourably to maintain their ecological

incorporation of fire safety measures.

value, connectivity and functionality in the long-term. The
removal or damage of such features shall only be acceptable
where it can be demonstrated the proposal will result in
no net loss of biodiversity and where the integrity of local
ecological networks can be secured.
2.15 Policy DM7: Preventing Pollution and Flooding states that

that there is not a significant adverse impact upon highway
use of sustainable modes can be maximised and where it
development on the transport network are not severe.
2.19 Policy DM18: Vehicle Parking Standards states that all
proposals for new development will be required to provide
an appropriate level of parking provision, justified by an
assessment of the site’s location, housing proposed and
availability of other modes of transport.

2.17 Policy SM13: Preserving the Borough’s Archaeology states
where the proposal has the potential to impact a site of
archaeological interest, developers should set out in their
application an appropriate desk-based assessment and,
where applicable, the results of a field evaluation detailing the
significance of any affected asset.

adverse impacts from pollution and flooding will be prevented
by ensuring that development proposals demonstrate that:
• It will not adversely impact the water quality, ecological value
or drainage function of water bodies in the borough;
• Appropriate containment solution for oils, fuels and chemicals
are provided;
• All reasonable steps are taken through design, siting and
technological solutions to ensure the abatement of obtrusive
light to avoid sky glow, glare and light intrusion;
LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH
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MARKET BOSWORTH NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (2015)
2.20 The Market Bosworth Neighbourhood Plan was made in

NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 2019
the Countryside, outside the settlement boundary, new

2015, following a successful referendum. It sets local non-

development will only be permitted wherein it contributes

Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning policies

strategic policies within Mark Bosworth Parish. The policies of

to the local economy, is for the re-use or extension of an

and how these should be applied. The NPPF states at Paragraph

relevance to the determination of this planning application are

existing building, for sport or recreation or for a new dwelling

8 that the planning system has 3 interdependent key objectives,

considered below.

in circumstances identified in paragraph 55 of the Framework

which when pursued in a mutually supportive way, can achieve

(2011). In all cases development will only be permitted where

sustainable development. The three key objectives are:

2.21 Policy CE1: Character and Environment sets out that all new
development in Market Bosworth should be in keeping with
its character area (as defined in the Plan), in regard to scale,
layout and materials to reflect local distinctiveness and create
a sense of place.
2.22 Policy CE3: Important Views and Vistas outlines that
development which harms important views and vistas, as
illustrated on the associated policies maps, will be resisted.
Development which has a significantly adverse impact on
important views or vistas will not be supported. It is noted
that vista 11 crosses the application site, northwards from
Station Road. This is described as being important, as it gives

it does not cause harm to the landscape or biodiversity of the
countryside. As already established the settlement boundary
policies are now out of date, as are policies such as this which
seek to put a blanket restriction on new development, which
conflicts with the aims of the NPPF.
2.25 Policy BD1: Affordable Housing sets out that all residential
development of 11 or more dwellings should provide 40%
affordable homes on-site. New affordable housing is to be
prioritised to those who have a local connection and is to be
spread throughout new developments in smaller clusters of
four to six dwellings.

2.23 This application sets out how development can be delivered
whilst still maintaining important sightlines through the site.
2.24 Policy CE5: Landscape of the Wider Parish states that in

LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH

• A social objective;
• An economic objective; and
• An environmental objective.
2.27 There is a presumption in favour of sustainable development,
as set out at Paragraph 11. Section 9: Promoting sustainable
transport (para. 102) of the NPPF points to the role that design
has to play in ensuring that transport issues are considered
at the earliest stages of development proposals, and the role
that design can play to ensure that development maximizes
opportunities for sustainable transport options.

“…patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport

extensive views of north west Leicestershire.
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2.26 Government guidance in the form of the National Planning Policy
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considerations are integral to the design of schemes, and
contribute to making high quality places.”
(Para. 102(e) NPPF 2019)

PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE
2.28 The Government also continues to place a high emphasis
on design and the NPPF expands on the principles of good
design, to define what is expected of well-designed places.
It also explains how policies and decision-making processes
should support the inclusion of good design, providing
detailed advice at Section 12: Achieving well-designed places.
The contribution that good design makes to sustainable
development is set out in paragraph 124, as follows:

“The creation of high-quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process
should achieve. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable
development, creates better places in which to live and work
and helps make development acceptable to communities…”
(Para. 124, NPPF 2019)
2.29 The NPPF is also clear at paragraphs 125 and 126 that

2.30 Paragraph 127 of the NPPF states that with regard to design
planning policy and decision making should ensure that
developments;

2.31 The NPPF is accompanied by the on-line Government
resource Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The Design:
Process and tools PPG provides guidance on the methods and
processes available to both applicants and local authorities

“a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the

to ensure the delivery of well-designed and high-quality, long

area, not just for the short term but over the lifetime of the

lasting places with considered design solutions, under the

development;

following headings:

b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout

• Planning for well-designed places;

and appropriate and effective landscaping;

• Making decisions about design;

c) are sympathetic to the local character and history, including

• Tools for assessing and improving design quality; and

the surrounding built environment and landscape setting,

• Effective community engagement on design.

while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or
change (such as increased densities);

2.32 Paragraph 1 of the Design PPG reinforces the Government and
NPPFs commitment to requiring the creation of well-designed

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the

places and the role that early engagement can play in this.

arrangement of streets, spaces, building types and materials
to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live,

“Well-designed places can be achieved by taking a proactive

provide certainty to applicants, and that design policies should

work and visit;

and collaborative approach at all stages of the planning

be prepared in conjunction with local communities to reflect

e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and

local aspirations.

sustain an appropriate amount and mix of development

Development Plans should set out a clear design vision to

(including green and other public space) and support local
facilities and transport networks; and

process, from policy and plan formulation through to
the determination of planning applications and the post
approval stage”
(Para. 001, PPG, ID: 26-001-20191001, October 2019)

f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and
which promote health and well-being, with a high standard of
amenity for existing and future users, and where crime and
disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality
of life or community cohesion and resilience.”

LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH
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NATIONAL DESIGN GUIDE
2.33 The National Design Guide (NDG) published by the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MCHLG) in
September 2019 further reinforces the way in which the design
process can be used to ensure the delivery of quality places:

“In a well-designed place, an integrated design process
brings the ten characteristics together in a mutually
supporting way. They interact to create an overall character
of place.”
(Para. 13, NDG 2019)
2.34 The NDG outlines and illustrates the Governments priorities
for well-designed place in the form of ten characteristics,
based on national planning policy, planning guidance and
objectives for good design.
2.35 The ten characteristics contribute towards the crossdiscipline themes for good design set out in the NPPF and fall
under three broad aims:
• To create physical character;
• To help to nurture and sustain a sense of community; and
• To positively addresses environmental issues affecting
climate.
2.36 Whilst the NPPF, PPG and NDG are the primary points of
reference, there are other well-regarded design guidance
documents that are still relevant to creating good design
including:
• Manual for Streets 1 & 2 (Department of Transport/
Department for Communities and Local Government,
2007/2010);
• Building for Life 12 (CABE at the Design Council, Design for
Homes and the Home Builders Federation, 2012).
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Action Point
'Urban design objectives' should be
utilised as the guiding principles for
developing design ideas. Proposals
should show how they reflect them.

Pre-application submissions and
discussions with the council's officers
will be structured around these
points.

THE GOOD DESIGN GUIDE SPD 2020
2.37 The Good Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document
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2.38 “Substantially raise design quality in Hinckley and Bosworth
Borough whilst ensuring that the local identity and heritage of
the Borough is preserved and enhanced.”
2.39 The aim of the guide is to provide clear and accessible
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OBJECTIVES
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information that ensures consistent rules are applied to the
Council, therefore simplifying the application process for both
applicants and the local authority.
2.40 Design objectives have been identified to provide structuring
principles that characterise good design and must be reflected
in all forms of development within the Borough. These seven
core urban design objectives are:
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• Be functional;
• Support mixed uses and tenures;
• Include successful public spaces;
• Be adaptable and resilient;

Adaptable
and resilient

• Have a distinctive character;
Figure 7 | Design objectives

6. Be attractive
The way a place looks, sounds,
feels, and even smells, affects its
attractiveness and long term success.
Streetscapes, landscapes, buildings
and elements within them all have an
influence. So too can more transient
elements – such as the way sunshine
and shadows move across an area or
the way it is maintained and cleaned.

Composition of elements and
the relationship between colours,
textures, shapes and patterns are all
important, as is the depth of views.
7. Encourage ease of movement
The ability to move safely, freely and
efficiently to and within a place for
all users will have a great influence on
how successful it is.

A place should have an appropriate
number of routes to and through it:
not too many to make it anonymous
but enough to allow easy legitimate
movement. How direct and
understandable these are, how
closely they fit with desired lines of
travel, and how well they connect
with each other and destinations will
all influence the success of the place.

The Good Design Guide | Hinckley & Bosworth Borough Council

• Be attractive; and
• Encourage ease of movement.
2.41 Section 6 of this Design and Access Statement will show how
these objectives are reflected in the design proposals.
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03
ASSESSMENT
ACCESS AND MOVEMENT

Current vehicular access from Station Road

3.1 Currently vehicle access to the site is served directly off
Station Road via the existing access junction that serves the
Kyngs Golf and Country Club.
3.2 The site is located to the north of Station Road, to the west of
Market Bosworth. Existing access to the site is via a priority
T-junction which also gives access to Kyngs Golf Club.
3.3 Station Road runs in an east-west direction, is a singlecarriageway two-lane road with street lighting and is subject
to a 30mph speed limit.
3.4 Along with the existing footway located on the northern side of
Station Road, there is the potential to upgrade the to provide
a 6.0m wide carriageway, with 10m radii, and 2.0m wide
footways on both sides of the road.
3.5 Furthermore, an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing formed
using dropped kerbs and tactile paving could be provided
across Station Road to assist access to and from the
westbound bus stop.

14
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SUSTAINABLE TRAVEL

FACILITIES AND SUSTAINABILITY

3.6 The nearest bus stops to the site are located on Station Road,

3.9 The site benefits from having a range of local facilities within

adjacent to the site access. The stop is served by the number

comfortable walking distance of the site, all of which can be

153 service providing an hourly service between Market

reached via the existing footway network.

Bosworth and Leicester. Additional services are available from
the centre of Market Bosworth which provide links to Hinckley.
3.7 Atherstone and Nuneaton railway stations are the two closest

3.10 St Peter’s CE Academy lies just 400m to the east of the site
and can be accessed directly from the existing footway that
runs along the northern side of Station Road. The Market

stations to the site. These stations are equipped with car and

Bosworth School and The Dixie Grammar School are located

cycle parking. Both of these stations provide regular links

approximately 890m and 1,070m form the site, respectively.

to destinations such as Nuneaton, Rugby, Birmingham and
Leicester.

3.11 The centre of Market Bosworth is located approximately
1.1km from the development and provides a range of

3.8 A Travel Plan has been prepared to accompany the planning

facilities including food-stores, banks, cafes, public houses

application for the site and this sets out a number of

and healthcare facilities. Bosworth Marina is located

measures to actively promote sustainable travel to and from

approximately 760m to the west of the site and includes a café

the development. This includes updating the two existing bus

with licenced premises and a convenience store.

stops on Station Road to provide raised height kerbing level
access, as well as shelters (if practical) and timetable cases.
In addition, two 6-month taster bus passes will be provided for

3.12 Overall, the walking distances to local facilities are in line with
national guidance.
St Peter’s CE Academy

each dwelling to help promote public transport usage.
View of local bus stop on Station Road
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The Dixie Grammer School

View of Bosworth Marina
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View of facilities on Market Place in the town centre
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TOPOGRAPHY

Topographical Survey | NTS

3.13 The study site is located at the western edge of Market
Bosworth to the north of Station Road. The ground within
the central and western fields falls from c.118m AOD on the
eastern side to c.97m AOD on the western side.
3.14 The eastern field comprises a more noticeable slope, with its
highest point at c.115m AOD at the eastern site boundary.
3.15 No remains of ridge and furrow earthworks were visible
during the site visit.
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Tree Constraints Plan | NTS

ARBORICULTURAL SURVEY
3.16 Midland Forestry Ltd were instructed to carry out an
arboricultural survey and provide a tree survey and constraints
plan for land off Station Road, Market Bosworth.
3.17 A tree survey was carried out compliant with BS5837. The
collected data is included as Appendix 2 within the Tree Survey
and Constraints Advice Statement submitted as part of this
application and the pertinent information is shown graphically
on the Tree Constraints Plan.
3.18 The constraints imposed by trees are the extent of the RPA,
the current and ultimate spread of the crown and species
characteristics including evergreen or deciduous, density
of foliage, and susceptibility to honeydew drip, branch drop
fruit fall, etc. Consideration of these in the planning of the
site layout results in workable layouts likely to be considered
acceptable through the planning process.
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AB 29/07/2020

Site Boundary

HERITAGE

Tithe Maps | NTS

AB 29/07/2020

Site Boundary

3.19 A Heritage Statement was prepared by RPS for Richborough
Estates Ltd.
3.20 The statement provides a description of heritage assets
potentially affected by the proposed development of the site
and addresses the information requirements of Government’s
National Planning Policy Framework in relation to heritage.
3.21 Data obtained from Historic England and the Local Planning
Project Ref: S:\documents\Archaeology Jobs\26001 - 27000\26559 - Station Road, Market Bosworth\Graphics\MXDs\Figure 5 Historic Maps.mxd

Authority confirms that there are no designated heritage
assets (Listed Buildings, Scheduled Monuments, Conservation
the study site.

Project Ref: S:\documents\Archaeology Jobs\26001 - 27000\26559 - Station Road, Market Bosworth\Graphics\MXDs\Figure 5 Historic Maps.mxd

Areas, Registered Battlefields or Parks and Gardens) within
3.22 There are no non-designated heritage assets recorded
within the study site; and previous archaeological trial works
adjacent to the north of the site did not produce evidence to
suggest the probable presence of archaeological assets within
the site.
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Site Boundary

Site Boundary

• The Ordnance Map from 1903 shows the site as one field and a
small wooded area in the south-eastern corner.

Figure 6

• Mapping from 1958 shows the site divided into two fields
again and a reduction of the wooded area in the south-eastern
corner.

Ordnance Survey Map 1885

© Historic England 2020. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database right 2020. © [HERSource] 2020. The Dataset contained in this material was obtained on [22/07/2020].
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Project Ref: S:\documents\Archaeology Jobs\26001 - 27000\26559 - Station Road, Market Bosworth\Graphics\MXDs\Figure 5 Historic Maps.mxd

Project Ref: S:\documents\Archaeology Jobs\26001 - 27000\26559 - Station Road, Market Bosworth\Graphics\MXDs\Figure 5 Historic Maps.mxd

• The Ordnance Map from 1985 shows all
site boundaries
© Crown Copyright and database right 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 100035207
established as they appear today. An internal boundary was
added within the north-eastern corner and an unannotated
enclosure is depicted along the path at the eastern site
boundary, which still exists today.
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Figure 10

Ordnance Survey Map 1957-1958

© Crown Copyright and database right 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 100035207 © Historic England 2020. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database right 2020. © [HERSource] 2020. The Dataset contained in this material was obtained on [22/07/2020].
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© Crown Copyright and database right 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 100035207 © Historic England 2020. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database right 2020. © [HERSource] 2020. The Dataset contained in this material was obtained on [22/07/2020].

• The site appears mostly unchanged in 1885, except for the
pond, which is located in the western extent.
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Figure 7

3.23 The Market Bosworth Tithe maps show the following
information:

0

Scale at A3: 1:2,000

1985

© Crown Copyright and database right 2020. All rights reserved. Licence number 100035207 © Historic England 2020. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown Copyright and database right 2020. © [HERSource] 2020. The Dataset contained in this material was obtained on [22/07/2020].

Ordnance Survey Map 1985
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ECOLOGY

Phase 1 Habitat Plan | NTS

Phase 1 Habitats

A1.1.1 - Broadleaved woodland -

3.24 RammSanderson
Ecology Ltd were instructed by Richborough
semi-natural
A2.1 - Scrub - dense/continuous
Estates
to carry out an Ecological Impact Assessment (EcIA)
B4 - Improved grassland

at land
north
of Station
Road, Market Bosworth to assess the
B6 - Poor
semi-improved
grassland
G1 - significant
Standing water effects of the construction of the proposed
likely

development on all ecological features within the site. The
J6 - Hard Standing

G2.1 - Running water(Wet ditch)

accompanying
report
submitted as part of this application
J2.1.2 - Intact hedge
- species-poor
willJ2.4
be- Fence
used to inform a planning proposal for the residential
J2.6 - Dry ditch

development
of the site and information to submit with a
Target Note
New Zealand Pygmyweed
planning
application.
Deciduous Tree

Scrub
3.25 TheScattered
site, located
to the north west of Market Bosworth,

comprised of one improved grassland field and one poor semi
improved grassland field bounded by species poor hedgerows
and palisade fence along the southern boundary.
3.26 During the initial survey one pond was recorded on site where
records of eggs were identified. Surveys were undertaken
and GCN were confirmed on site. An EPSL licence will be
required which with include mitigation and compensation
under licence. In absence of such, there remains the risk of a
negative impact to the local population of great crested newts.
3.27 The proposals were assessed as having no significant effect
on the biodiversity conservation objectives for any important
ecological features other than great crested newts and the
proposed development is compliant with relevant national and
international legislation and policy relating to ecology.
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Site Boundary
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3.28
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will be required to provide a net gain in biodiversity
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surface water and the generation of overland flow routes.
3.24. The SFRA provides surface water mapping which indicates that the site is not susceptible to surface
water flooding however this is at a very large scale.
3.25. Mapping provided by the Environment Agency identifies the area as being at low risk from surface
water flooding as shown below. High risk areas are confined to within the bank of the existing
western ditch.
DRAINAGE AND FLOOD RISK

Extent of Surface Water Flooding | NTS

3.29 A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been prepared by PJS
Land Development Ltd. The report demonstrates that the
proposed development is not at significant flood risk, and
simple flood mitigation strategies are recommended to
address any residual risk that may remain.
3.30 The site is shown to be in Flood Zone 1, land considered to
have a Very Low Probability of fluvial or tidal flooding. A ditch
runs along the western and Northern boundary, flowing from
South to North and East to West towards the outfall shown on
the Western boundary. This is set within an area of brambles
and scrub at a lower elevation than the remainder of the site.
It does not pose a significant risk to the site.
3.31 There is existing access to the South of the site off Station
Road, this will provide access to both sides of the site.
Localised pluvial flooding poses medium to low risk to
the west of the spine road around the pond. The proposed
development is also located outside the area shown to be at
risk of reservoir failure or groundwater flooding. The existing
topography is likely to introduce overland flows from pluvial
sources which will be mitigated as part of the drainage plan
implemented in the proposed development. Tidal and canal
sources are not considered to pose a risk due to the distance

Figure 5 - Extent of Surface Water Flooding

and terrain between the site and tidal/canal waterbodies.

3.26. The site slopes steeply to the West encouraging overland flows. Consideration must therefore be
made for these potential flow routes and appropriate mitigation provided.
The existing ditch which flows along the boundary of the site currently conveys surface water flows
from the site. This is anticipated to be a suitable outfall for surface water drainage from the site,
replicating the existing catchment of the ditch.
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3.27. The majority of the site is identified to be at low risk of surface water flooding with some areas
leading to the existing ditch being identified as medium risk as would be anticipated by the
topography of the site.
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LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT
3.32 Tyler Grange Group Ltd were appointed by Richborough
Estates to undertake an assessment of the potential
landscape and visual impacts associated with the residential
development on land off Station Road, Market Bosworth.
3.33 The site extends to circa. 4.2 ha and is relatively flat at
approximately 100m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD), before
rising steeply towards the eastern part of the site at almost
115m AOD. To the north, the golf club is separated from
the site by existing scrubby hedgerow and trees, whilst the
eastern boundary is formed by a mature existing hedgerow,
with a residential property beyond separating the site from the
recent residential development adjacent to Bosworth Marina.
To the east, the mature woodland bounds the site with St
Peter’s Church beyond, whilst a post and rail fence forms the
southern boundary off Station Road to the south. No Public
Rights of Way are present within the site although there are a
number within the local vicinity.

3.37 Landscape Strategies for the area identified by the LCA
include the following of relevance to the site and the proposed
development:
• Encourage the use of traditional ‘Midlands-style’ hedgelaying
to manage hedgerows, improving their structure and
biodiversity value and strengthening landscape character;
• Maintain the rural character of the landscape, ensuring
development responds sensitively to the landscape context;
• Maintain views to the church spire on the wooded skyline

• at Market Bosworth and rural views and setting of Market
Bosworth;
• Maintain and enhance the recreational assets including rights
of way network and canal. Maintain positive management
of the Ashby Canal and seek opportunities to extend and
enhance areas of wetland habitat; and
• Create new and conserve existing notable habitats, in
particular lowland wood pasture and parkland, wet woodland
and grazing marsh.

Market Bosworth Neighbourhood Plan

3.34 Policy compliance is to ensure against both adopted (Core
Strategy Development Plan Document) and (Hinckley and
Bosworth Site Allocations & Development Management
Policies Development Plan Document) documents; specifically
Policy DM4 (Safeguarding the Countryside and Settlement
Separation) and Policy DM10 (Development and Design).
Further supplementary guidance and adopted evidence
base were considered, namely the Landscape Character
Assessment and Landscape Sensitivity Assessment, with
emphasis on the Market Bosworth Neighbourhood Plan and
its Key Views and Vistas of relevance to the site.
3.35 The site is situated within the Landscape Character Area ‘LCA
C - Bosworth Parkland’.

Site

3.36 The Landscape Character Assessment identifies the key
characteristics of each LCA, as well as the historic, cultural
and natural influences. The assessment also identifies Key
Sensitivities and Values for each area and a set of landscape
strategies for the conservation and restoration of the
landscape character. These are considered in relation to the
site and its landscape setting below.
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5

5.6

5.7

Visual Context
CONTEXT
Whilst theVISUAL
views are
chosen to be representative of the area,
they3.38
cannot
provide
continuous
coverage
of all
potential
In order
to establish
the degree
of any
change
that locations
may arise
within the vicinity of the development, although in this instance,
from future development on site and the extent to which such
key routes along Station Road and the footpath to the north are
changes
will affect
local
receptors,
it is
important
considered
and shown
as aidentified
sequential
route
to show
how
they
are best experienced
ground.
to understandon
thethe
existing
situation in terms of visual amenity

Plan 4: GIS
Zoneofof
Theoretical
Visibility
GIS Zone
Theoretical
Visibility
Map(11776/P04)
| NTS
Site Boundary
2km Visual Study Area

alongside the availability and context of views associated with

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)

The extent of the visual envelope of the site as verified in the
the local
area. Chapter
6 of the
GLVIA3 setsThe
outfield
how the visual
field is shown
on Plan
5: Viewpoint
Locations.
baseline
is established.
baseline
establish
the
verification
process
enables theThe
assessor
toshould
view the
site and
define thearea
limits
of thethe
visual
envelope,
so it onlymay
includes
those
in which
proposed
development
be visible,
those
locations from which the site is evident in views, excluding those
people who may experience views of the development, the key
barely discernible and theoretical viewpoints taking into account
viewpoints
of affected views
andisthe
nature of
vegetation
and builtrepresentative
form. The identification
of views
carried
viewsspaces
at the viewpoints.
out from the
external
within the public domain, and not from
buildings or private spaces.

Potential Visibility
Source:
The Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV)
illustrates the extent to which the development
at an 10m ridge height is potentially visible
within a 5km radius (1.6m high receptor). The
ZTV has been modelled using GIS computer
software (Global Mapper) and Ordnance
Survey Terrain 5 data, and as such does not
take into account built form or vegetation
present within the landscape. Field verification
is required to refine the accuracy of the ZTV.

3.39 The software generated image illustrates the extent to which

5.8

The studydevelopment
area of thisofLVIA
extended
approximately
up tohas
9mbeen
high on
the site to
would
be potentially
2km and visible
has been
informed
by
the
consented
adjacent
within a 5km radius to a 1.6m high receptor.Kyngs
The
Golf and Country Club scheme (Application Reference 19/01437/
calculation
is based
on Ordnance
Survey Terrain
5 data
FUL) on land
off Station
Road,
Market Bosworth.
Within
the
only,
andthe
does
notindicates
take into that
account
form ornot
vegetation
2km study
area,
ZTV
the built
site would
be
visible towards
the
centre
of
Market
Bosworth
to
the
east.
This
present within the landscape. The Theoretical Zone of
Visual
is due to the steeply rising landform beyond the woodland of the
Influence (ZTV) generated for the proposed development on
eastern site boundary. The ZTV also shows the strong potential
sitewest,
development
clearly
identifies
the
the is
for viewsthe
to the
north and
east,
although
toinfluence
a degreeofthis
topography
limiting
views.
to be expected
giveninthat
the mapping
does not account for built
form or intervening vegetation. As a result, the extent of visibility
is likely to reduce once intervening vegetation, changes in
topography and built form is taken into consideration. Therefore,
the field verified and refined Visual Envelope is described below:
Extent of Views

5.9

The most distant view from the north is from the Leicestershire
Round long distance footpath that traverses to the north of the
site towards Carlton. Due to a distance of approximately 1.5km,
the potential for any impact on views is minor, especially when
considering that the proposals will sit in the foreground of the
existing developed edge of Market Bosworth. As the route gets in
closer proximity to the site, views are screened due to the drop in
landform in the middle distance.

5.10 The existing PRoW that runs from Carlton Road, through Kyngs
Golf and Country Club will allow for sequential views when
traversed to the north and north west of the site, with a greater
potential for visibility as distance decreases from the site. An
intervening woodland to the north west of the site assists to limit
visibility to the north west and west, with further mature trees and
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5

Visual Context
VIEWPOINT
LOCATIONS
hedgerows
filtering views
from the north.

Plan 5: Viewpoint
Locations
(11776/P05)
LVIA Viewpoint
Locations
| NTS

3.40 Initially viewpoints were chosen following the production of

5.11 Undulating topography and intervening built form and vegetation
a review of the relevant planning history, local
assist to ZTV
limitmapping,
the potential
for any distant views from the west.
planning
policy
andalong
aerialStation
mapping.
Only short
distance
views
Road on the approach
to Market Bosworth are possible, albeit glimpsed at best. When
3.41 The following viewpoint photographs extracted from the
experiencing the approach to Market Bosworth from the west
have been
taken usingitan
digital camera
using
as part ofLVIA
a sequntial
experience,
is SLR
the existing
built form
and
urbanising
features
which
set thetosite
in a They
peri-urban
context.
a focal
length
equivalent
50mm.
are intended
to

Site Boundary
Photoviewpoint Locations

provide an indication of the view and extent of visibility. It is

5.12 A number of views are shown as a sequential journey from west
recognised
such viewsMarina
are best
experienced
in the field.
to east, where
viewsthat
of Bosworth
and
Market Bosworth
Sports Club
visible where
Road
meets
Theare
photographs
were Wellsborough
taken during July
2020
in dryStation
weather
Road. Clear
views
of
the
post-2000
development
adjacent
with good visibility. The photographs include annotations to
to Bosworth Marina are then experienced as you cross the
describe the composition of the views.
Ashby de la Zouch Canal bridge and enter Station Road at the
roundabout. Views are not possible of the site from this location
due to the undulating topography and intervening vegetation,
although further urbanising features of the Railway line and
associated adjacent commercial development are experienced
further east along Station Road, before the residential
development is visible opposite the site boundary.
5.13 With the site’s southern boundary comprising a simple wooden
post and rail fence, clear views are possible. The existing
residential development area of Market Bosworth is experienced
beyond the site’s eastern boundary, although limited intervisibility
is possible due to the mature woodland boundary to the east.
5.14 Additional short distance views are possible for the residents of
Godsons Hill to the immediate south of the site, although limited
and localised.
5.15 Longer distance views from the south are not possible, with
limited public accessibility beyond the existing residential and
commercial developments. A PRoW to the south is shown with
theoretical visibility, although the distance in combination with the
existing development and vegetation reduces the potential for
views.
Representative Viewpoints
5.16 Initially viewpoints were chosen following the production of ZTV
mapping, a review of the relevant planning history, local planning
policy and aerial mapping.
5.17 The photographs within this LVIA have been taken using an SLR
digital camera using a focal length equivalent to 50mm. They
are intended to provide an indication of the view and extent of
Tyler Grange Group Limited
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Photoviewpoint 2

1

Description:
2

5.24 Taken from Footpath S70/1 approximately 650m to the north
west of the site, where the footpath crosses Ashby de la Zouch
Canal. From here, the intervening woodland provides dense
screening towards the site during the summer period.
5.25 These following views are experienced sequentially as the
footpath is traversed, with the potential visibility increasing as
the distance to the site decreases.

5

2

Approximate
Site Location

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 3
Photoviewpoint 1: Taken from Leicestershire Round long distance footpath approximately 1.5km to the north.
Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.26 View taken further along Footpath S70/1 as it crosses the
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
Railway bridge
approximately
550m to the north west of the
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
2020

3

18

site. From here, views of the woodland backdrop to the east
of the site are visible, with the upper slopes and area of higher
topography within the site are visible.

Post-2000
development adjacent
to Bosworth Marina

Approximate
Site Location

5.27 Development is possible within the view, with existing properties
visible in the foreground and background beyond the golf
course. From here, the upper slopes within the eastern part of
the site are visible as shown.

5

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 4
Photoviewpoint 2: Taken from Footpath S70/1 approximately 650m to the north west close to the Ashby de la Zouch Canal.

3

Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.28 View
taken
further east along Footpath
Landscape
and Visual
Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
400m to the
north of2020
the site. This view

S70/1 at approximately
is within the grounds
of the golf course itself, with the reserved airfield landing strip
visible within the foreground.

19
Visible upper
slopes within the
eastern part of
the site

5.29 Glimpsed views of the existing development along Station
Road is visible beyond the site, with the upper slopes and the
woodland backdrop to the east of the site visible in the centre
of the view, although it’s worth noting that the consented
development of Kyngs Golf and Country Club will introduce new
built form within the view.

Photoviewpoint 3:

4

4

Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing the Railway bridge approximately 550m to the north west.

Station Road, Market Bosworth
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd September 2020

Visible upper
slopes within the
eastern part of
the site

20
Existing
Building
properties along associated with
Station Road to former Kyngs Golf
the south
and Country Club

1.
2.
3.
4.
Photoviewpoint 4:

26

Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing Kyngs Golf and Country Club approximately 400m to the north.

Station Road, Market Bosworth

Landscape and Visual Appraisal
LAND
AT STATION
ROAD,
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
2020 MARKET BOSWORTH
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Taken from Leicestershire Round long distance footpath
approximately 1.5km to the north.
Taken from Footpath S70/1 approximately 650m to the north
west close to the Ashby de la Zouch Canal.
Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing the Railway bridge
approximately 550m to the north west.
Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing Kyngs Golf and Country
Club approximately 400m to the north.

Photoviewpoint 6

5

Description:
5.32 View taken further east along Footpath S70/1 at approximately
200m to the north of the site. This view is within the grounds of
Visible upper
the golf course itself, with views of the former club house and of slopes within the
development along Station Road glimpsed within the view.
eastern part of
the site
5.33 As views of rooftops are possible in the backdrop of the view,
glimpsed views of the proposed development will be possible,
although it’s worth noting that the consented development of
Kyngs Golf and Country Club will introduce new built form within
the view.

5

6

Rooftops of
existing properties
along Station
Road to the south
6

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 7
Photoviewpoint 5: Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing Kyngs Golf and Country Club approximately 280m to the north.
Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.34 View taken from Wellsborough Road approximately 450m to the
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
west, adjacent
to the2020
Market Bosworth sports club. From here,
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September

views towards the site are screened largely by the intervening
vegetation, development and the rising topography associated
with the Railway bridge.

22
Building
associated with
former Kyngs Golf
and Country Club

Hedgerow and trees
lining site’s northern
boundary

5.35 The following images are experienced as part of the sequential
journey from the west towards the site. As distance decreases,
the potential for increased visibility of the proposals increases.

7

5

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 8
Photoviewpoint 6: Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing Kyngs Golf and Country Club approximately 200m to the north.

7

Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.36 View
taken
from the roundabout where Wellsborough Road
Landscape
and Visual
Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
meets Station
Road2020
at approximately 275m to the west.

23

5.37 Although no clear views are possible from this location due to
the rising topography associated with the Railway bridge and
the intervening built form and vegetation, it is key to note the
sequential experience with built form on the approach to Market
Bosworth from the west.

8

Photoviewpoint 7:

8

Taken from Wellsborough Road approximately 450m to the west.

Station Road, Market Bosworth
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd September 2020
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5.
6.
7.
8.
Photoviewpoint 8:

Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing Kyngs Golf and Country
Club approximately 280m to the north.
Taken from Footpath S70/1 crossing Kyngs Golf and Country
Club approximately 200m to the north.
Taken from Wellsborough Road approximately 450m to the
west.
Taken from the roundabout where Wellsborough Road meets
Station Road approx. 275m to the west.

Taken from the roundabout where Wellsborough Road meets Station Road approx. 275m to the west.

Station Road, Market Bosworth
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd September 2020
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Photoviewpoint 10

9

Description:
5.40 View taken further along Station Road at approximately 150m
to the west of the site. From here, clearer views of the site are
possible between the intervening vegetation, where the rising
topography within the eastern part of the site becomes clearly
visible.
5.41 It is worth noting that the consented development of Kyngs Golf
and Country Club will introduce new built form to the left hand
side of the view.

10

5

10

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 11
Photoviewpoint 9: Taken from Railway bridge along Station Road approximately 175m to the west.
Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.42 View taken from Station Road approximately 65m to the west,
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
with views possible
of the adjacent property and the site’s
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September 2020

26

southern and western hedgerows. These serve to provide
screening towards the site itself, in addition to the mature trees
along Station Road.

The Site

5.43 Glimpsed views may be possible of rooftops, although it’s worth
noting that the consented development of Kyngs Golf and
Country Club will introduce new built form within the view.

11

5

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 12
Photoviewpoint 10: Taken from Station Road approximately 150m to the west.

11

Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.44 View
taken
from the corner of the site along Station Road facing
Landscape
and Visual
Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
2020 trees within the site’s south western
north east. September
The mature
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boundary assist with filtering direct views into the site, although
along the footpath views are possible.

5.45 The development associated with the consented Kyngs Golf and
Country Club to the north will be visible within these views once
completed, introducing further built form.

12

Photoviewpoint 11: Taken from Station Road approximately 65m to the west.

12

Station Road, Market Bosworth
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd September 2020
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9.

Taken from Railway bridge along Station Road approximately
175m to the west.
10. Taken from Station Road approximately 150m to the west.
11. Taken from Station Road approximately 65m to the west.
12. Taken from Station Road facing north east across the site.
Photoviewpoint 12: Taken from Station Road facing north east across the site.
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Station Road, Market Bosworth

Landscape and Visual Appraisal
LAND
AT STATION
ROAD,
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
2020 MARKET BOSWORTH
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Photoviewpoint 14

13

Description:
5.48 View taken from Godsons Hill off Station Road to the south
of the site. This view is noted as a Key Vista within the
Neighbourhood Plan, with distant views towards Carlton to the
north currently possible beyond the golf course. However, it is
worth noting that the consented development of Kyngs Golf and
Country Club will introduce new built form within the view and
could screen distant views of the north once completed.

5

14

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 13: Taken from site entrance off Station Road facing north.
Photoviewpoint 15

14

Description:
5.49 View taken further along Station Road to the eastern corner of
the site, with clear, uninterrupted views across the site in the
Station Road, Market Bosworth
foreground
beyond the wooden post and rail boundary fencing.
Landscape
and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
Mature trees
within 2020
and towards teh boundary of the site provide
a rural context, in addition to the characteristic undulating
topography, visibly to the right side of the view towards the
eastern boundary.

30

5.50 The hedgerow to the north separates the site from the
consented development of Kyngs Golf and Country Club. Once
completed, the golf club development will introduce further built
form and will provide additional built form context to the north of
the site.
15

5

Visual Context

Photoviewpoint 16
Photoviewpoint 14: Taken from Godsons Hill off Station Road to the south of the site.

15

Description:
Station Road, Market Bosworth
5.51 View
taken
from the PRoW approximately 550m to the south
Landscape
and Visual
Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd
September
2020
of the site. The
intervening
development to the south of Station

31

Road, in addition to the undulating topography and vegetation,
allows for screened views of site for this recreational receptor
group.

16

Photoviewpoint 15: Taken from Station Road facing north west across the site.

16

Station Road, Market Bosworth
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd September 2020

32
Approximate Site
Location

13. Taken from site entrance off Station Road facing north.
14. Taken from Godsons Hill off Station Road to the south of the
site.
15. Taken from Station Road facing north west across the site.
16. Taken from PRoW approx. 550m to the south of the site.
Photoviewpoint 16: Taken from PRoW approx. 550m to the south of the site.
Station Road, Market Bosworth
Landscape and Visual Appraisal
11776/R01b/CD/RH/2nd September 2020
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SURROUNDING BUILT FORM AND CONTEXT

Ground figure plan | NTS

3.42 An analysis of the existing built form of Market Bosworth,
can help identify patterns of development and key design
components. Together these character generators and design
components can help to inform the design approach.
3.43 The immediate site context is predominantly residential,
where a range of architectural styles, detailing, materials
and thereby character is evident, as demonstrated across the
following pages.
3.44 Three character areas have been chosen to study as each
area illustrates a morphological expansion of the town with

CA3

contrasting urban forms and building details as each area
provides a palette of design references that may be drawn
from. This will allow the proposed design response to reflect
local character.
3.45 Each character area is identified on the plan opposite and
accompanying photographs, also across the following pages.

Existing dwellings on Station Road
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CA2

CA3

CHARACTER AREA 1
Historic Core: High Street, Market Place and
Station Road.
• Approximate density of 32 dph;
• Pre 19th century buildings and architectural styles with
a varying range of cottages and terraced properties with
rectangular forms.
• Predominantly 2 storey retail and commercial properties with
some 2.5 and 3 storey properties.
• Mostly terraced properties.
• Variation in building footprint shapes and sizes.
• Defined boundaries helping to frame the movement highway.
• Variation in building width but relatively consistent depth.
• Properties generally front onto the pavement with no front
amenity space.
• Large variations in architectural and elevational designs.
• Traditional materials palettes including brick and rendered
properties with mostly plain roof tiles.
• Some variation of window styles of both horizontal and vertical
proportions but generally Georgian.
• Main facing materials include; render, stone or brick. Window
heads in both arched and angled design, with some use of
brick or stone cills.
• Traditional duo-pitched roofs with some pitched and gable
fronted designs. Varying range of eaves heights and traditional
chimneys to almost every property.
• Generally courtyard parking to the rear.
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CHARACTER AREA 2
1960’s -1970’s: Springfield Avenue and Heath
Road.
• Approximately density of 22 dph;
• Largely Mid 20th century buildings and architectural styles,
circa 1960’s onwards.
• Predominantly 2 storey dwellings with some examples of
single storey dwellings.
• Limited variation in building footprint shapes and sizes,
generally rectangular in form.
• Well defined boundaries with large front gardens and large
spacing between dwellings.
• Some repetition in types and architectural detailing in certain
building groupings (mostly traditional post war).
• Street hierarchy of 4.8 – 5.5 metre road widths with 1.5 to 2m
footpaths.
• Consistent setbacks from the movement highway.
• Limited articulation to roof scape including side and front
gables and flat roofs to garages.
• Traditional chimneys to the majority of dwellings.
• Traditional vernacular and materials palette including plain
brick, render with plain roof tiles.
• Window styles predominantly feature large openings with
minimal glazing bars.
• Varied range of hard and soft landscaped frontages with use of
natural vegetation to reinforce boundary and street structure.
• Parking mainly on-plot to frontages or protruding integral
garage space. Larger prominence of car dominance to the
street scape.
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CHARACTER AREA 3
Early 2000’s: Bosworth Marina and the canal side
development: Pipistrelle Drive.
• Approximate density of 37 dph;
• Early 21th century development adjacent to the Ashby Grand
Union Canal and Bosworth Marina.
• Generally terraced, mews and apartment properties.
• Predominantly 3 storey dwellings with some 2.5 and 4 storey
dwellings.
• Limited variation in building footprint shapes and sizes,
generally rectangular in form.
• Pastiche factory buildings or converted mills appearance.
• Small variation of window styles with some arched window
and use of tax / dummy windows.
• Typically, brick being the main facing material with small use
of render.
• Soldier course window heads in both arched and flat design.
• Traditional duo-pitched roofs with some pitched and gable
fronted designs.
• Varying range of eaves heights, dormer windows and
traditional chimneys to a number of properties.
• Properties generally front onto the pavement with no front
amenity space.
• Shared surfaces creating for limited definition in boundaries.
• Predominantly rear courtyard parking, with a small number of
driveways to the sides of properties.
• Small enclosed public open space including equipped play
area.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT
3.46 Market Bosworth is a market town that has a modest range
of retail and employment, leisure and education facilities
including St Peter’s CE Primary Academy and The Dixie
Grammar School.
3.47 In the nearby city of Leicester, there are also further education
facilities including De Montford University and University of
Leicester. In addition, the nearby town of Hinckley feature a

CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Considerations

Opportunities

•

•

Existing framework of vegetation (including mature

key views upon entering Market Bosworth and retain

hedgerows and trees);
•
•

existing character of Station Road;

Rising topography from the western end of the site to a
high point towards the eastern end of the site;

•

•

EVALUATION

Existing sewer pipe with 5m easement within the

space and new infrastructure;
•

•

that the site is suitable for residential development without
giving rise to significant environmental effects. Gathering
baseline information about the site and its surroundings helps

the site;
•
•
•

the local character;
•

Create a road hierarchy that is not dominated by
vehicular movement and promotes healthy green forms

Existing overhead power cables and route of water
service pipe;

to shape the proposals through site and contextual constraints
and opportunities that will inform a good quality design.

Existing pressurised sewer within the western parcel of

Provide a residential development that offers a series of
different housing types, sizes and tenures which respect

western parcel of the site;

3.48 The appraisals, surveys and technical work have established

Create a sustainable and balanced residential
development supported by enhanced green amenity

Low to medium risk pluvial flooding around existing
pond;

large retail centre, leisure centres, cafés and restaurants.

Set development back from Station Road to retain

of movement;
•

Retain and enhance all green infrastructure where

Views and vistas identified in the Market Bosworth

possible, in particular the cluster of vegetation along

Neighbourhood Plan; and

the south-east boundary of the site;

Ecological habitats and biodiversity net gain.

•

Create outward facing residential frontages which
overlook newly created public open spaces. Helping to
promote self-surveillance and reduce the risk of antisocial behaviour;

•

Provide soft landscape edges along the southern side of
development to provide a buffer along Station Road;

•

Provide sustainable forms of drainage (SuDS) within
both the development and green spaces, providing
additional wildlife benefits;

•

Create new habitats to promote biodiversity; and

•

Create new amenity space, including play area, for new
and existing residents.
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Constraints | NTS

Site Application Boundary

Existing vegetation (indicative)

Location of underground cable

Existing pond

Station Road

Site high and low points

Existing pressured S104 sewer

Flooding from surface water

Bus stops

Existing sewer with 5m easement

Deciduous woodland

0.5m contours

Development offset

Overhead cables

Potential noise (subject to
noise survey)

Views retained across the site

Existing views from the
current site access

Assumed location of existing
water service pipe

Established buildline

APPROVED DEVELOPMENT ‘THE MARKET BOSWORTH
GOLF AND LEISURE RETREAT’
APPLICATION
REF: PP-08365994
PLANNING | DESIGN
| ENVIRONMENT
| ECONOMICS | HERITAGE

GODSONS HILL FARM

Copyright Pegasus Planning Group Ltd. Crown copyright, All rights reserved. 2020. Ordnance Survey Copyright Licence number 100042093. Promap Licence number 100020449.
Pegasus accepts no liability for any use of this document other than for its original purpose, or by the original client, or following Pegasus’ express agreement to such use. T 01285641717 www.pegasusgroup.co.uk
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04
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
SUSTAINABLE STRUCTURING

Sustainability

4.1 In line with National and Local Government Guidance and

4.3 In the context of the criteria of the National Planning Policy

Policy, and in particular the ‘Good design for Hinckley and

Framework, the design principles of the proposed illustrative

Bosworth Borough Council for new developments’ (adopted

masterplan are set out in Paragraph 127:

April 2019), considerable importance has been placed on
achieving a high standard of design. Successful urban design
is dependent upon achieving an appropriate relationship
between community needs, development principles,
development form and a positive response to local conditions.
4.2 To ensure a high quality and responsive layout is achieved,
development principles have been used to prepare the
proposed illustrative masterplan, which sets out the broad
distribution and framework of land uses. These principles
are derived in response to the assessment, evaluation and
involvement sections of this document and will enable
the proposals to be sympathetically assimilated into the
surrounding landscape and urban fabric.

“Planning policies and decisions should ensure that
developments:
• will function well and add to the overall quality of the area,
not just for the short term but over the lifetime of the
development;
• are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout
and appropriate and effective landscaping;
• are sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting, while
not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or
change;
• establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the
arrangement of streets, spaces, building types and materials
to create attractive, welcoming and distinctive places to live,
work and visit;
• optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain
an appropriate amount and mix of development (including
green and other public space) and support local facilities and
transport networks; and
• create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which
promote health and wellbeing, with a high standard of amenity
for existing and future users; and where crime and disorder,
and the fear of crime, do not undermine the quality of life or
community cohesion and resilience.”
(Paragraph 127, NPPF 2019).
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“will function well and add to the overall quality of
the area, not just for the short term but over the
lifetime of the development”
Paragraph 127, point (a), NPPF 2018.
• Make efficient use of land, with attention to layout, siting,
orientation and design;
• Encourage walking, cycling and the use of public transport
rather than the reliance on cars;
• Use of energy efficient building techniques including where
possible, fabric first approaches;
• Achieve ‘in-built robustness’ – the ability of the development,
including individual buildings, to adapt to changes such as
use, lifestyle and demography over time;
• Provide public and private outdoor spaces, promoting and
enhancing links to the wider public footpath and wider cycle
route network;
• Retention, protection and enhancement of existing landscape
components and on-site ecology; and
• Provision of on-site water attenuation features as part of a
strategy for Sustainable Drainage (SuDS) and ecology, which
in turn promotes future biodiversity growth.

Design Quality

Response to Context

“are visually attractive as a result of good
architecture, layout and appropriate and effective
landscaping”

“are sympathetic to local character and history,
including the surrounding built environment
and landscape setting, while not preventing or
discouraging appropriate innovation or change
such as increased densities”

Paragraph 127, point (b), NPPF 2018.
• Provision of a clear hierarchy of connecting streets and places;
• Creation of a clearly defined public realm through the
provision of building frontage lines and variations in enclosure
of private spaces;

Paragraph 127, point (c), NPPF 2012.
• Create development patterns which maintain an overall
compact village form without disproportionately changing and
altering the size of the village envelope;

• Use of a range of building setbacks which facilitate visual
linkages between green space, landscape themes and provide
space for wildlife whilst promoting existing key views;

• Provision of outward facing buildings which align routes and
achieve natural surveillance; and

• Integrate new development into existing urban and landscape
fabric, addressing relationship to building patterns, density,
height, scale and massing and landscape design;

• Retain existing landscape wherever possible to create an
enduring edge; and

• Provision of interconnected and accessible public open spaces
to meet community needs and encourage social activity.

• Use of varied densities and building patterns to create
distinctiveness and character;

• Use of ‘housing block’ principles to achieve building frontages
and enclosure of private spaces;

• Use of single and dual sided streets with varying degrees of
enclosure;
• Use of linked routes to achieve maximum permeability and
ease of access to new green infrastructure;
• Create focal green spaces which promote views and attractive
residential streets with verdant themes;
• Use of varied gap sizes and street orientation to maintain
contextual views;
• Curvilinear and consistent built frontages to create visually
soft edges that address the transition from the village into the
wider countryside;

• Respond to the site topography, such as reserving site low
points for drainage.
• Safeguard pedestrian/cycle connections to serve potential
wider development;
• Creation of a clear, legible movement hierarchy of streets
which provide easily recognisable, secure and attractive routes
that balance the street as a space alongside its function as a
movement corridor;
• Improve linkages to existing local public transport connections
to local shopping, leisure and employment destinations;
• Maintain a human dimension in terms of the scale of built
form for ease of orientation and assimilation; and
• Provision of marker buildings which achieve legibility and
assist navigation through the development.

LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH
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Creating a Place

Integrating into the Neighbourhood

Safe and Accessible Environments

“Establish or maintain a strong sense of place,
using the arrangement of streets, spaces,
building types and materials to create attractive,
welcoming and distinctive places to live, work and
visit”

“optimise the potential of the site to accommodate
and sustain an appropriate amount and mix of
development (including green and other public
space) and support local facilities and transport
networks”

Paragraph 127, point (d), NPPF 2018.

Paragraph 127, point (e), NPPF 2018.

“create places that are safe, inclusive and
accessible and which promote health and wellbeing, with a high standard of amenity for
existing and future users; and where crime and
disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine
the quality of life or community cohesion and
resilience”

• Creation of a place which creates identity but positively
assimilates existing residential communities and encourages
social activity;

• Integration of the development proposals into the existing
movement network, including connection to the existing public
rights of way / footpaths;

• Creation of fully accessible green infrastructure which retains
and enhances existing habitats and encourages habitat
creation and biodiversity;

• Convenient, safe and direct access for all residents to existing
services, local facilities and new green spaces; and

• Creation of a clearly defined public realm through the
provision of building frontages and the enclosure of private
spaces;

• Provision of a permeable network of streets which assist
in dispersing vehicular and pedestrian traffic around the
development.

• The creation of a new development which allows ease of
movement for all types of users and provides equal social,
community and recreation opportunities for all;

• Creation of a development which positively addresses
transition to the wider countryside and urban edge context;
• Provision of private and /or communal amenity space for all
new residents;

• Control of access to private areas, and gardens to the rear or
side; and

• Creation of increased accessibility and permeability via the
provision of new (linked) routes;

• Avoiding private alleyways where possible and or provide
additional secure gated access points.

• Provision of a range of housing types and tenures which cater
for a variety of household sizes and offer flexibility and choice;
and
• New developments provide the opportunity to:
ς Establish an attractive place which has character and
positively integrates with the existing built form and
landscape context;
ς Retain, enhance and integrate existing landscape
components wherever possible; and
ς Create identity through well-designed spaces and built
form.
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Paragraph 127, point (f), NPPF 2018.
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View looking north-east from Station Road
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05
INVOLVEMENT AND DESIGN EVOLUTION
PRE-APPLICATION ADVICE
5.1 The proposed development has been subject to formal
pre-application consultation with the Borough Council.
Advice has been received from LCC (Leicestershire County
Council) Highway Authority, LCC Ecology, HBBC (Hinckley
and Bosworth Borough Council) S106 Monitoring Officer,
HBBC Waste Services and HBBC Environmental Health. A
pre-application advice meeting has also been held on 8th
September 2020 with HBBC Officers to discuss the site and
the development proposals.
5.2 The illustrative masterplan has been revised following receipt
of the comments. In particular, HBBC welcomed the inclusion
of a Local Equipped Area of Play (LEAP), however they advised
that a preferred location would be to the north of its then
proposed location, at the end of the secondary road proposed.
This amendment has been included in the revised Illustrative
Masterplan. HBBC also advised that there is a shortage of

Estates website.
5.6 A total of 108 consultation responses were received from the
1047 residential addresses in Market Bosworth representing
approximately 10% of the village.
5.7 In terms of what types of housing would be most suitable
for the site, whilst a number of respondents considered no
housing to be suitable, over a third of respondents were

considerable efforts to both engage the community and the
Borough and County Council’s in the formulation of the revised
development proposals; These efforts have helped to shape
and influence elements of the scheme in order to address
issues and concerns raised by respondents.

Consultation Feedback

social/starter/affordable homes. This is an addition to a
number of demands for larger family housing.

Freepost FG MB

5.8 The proposals seek to deliver a range of homes, including
smaller and larger family homes, bungalows as well as much
needed social/affordable housing in Market Bosworth.

Please submit comments by:

9th September 2020

5.9 In terms of the Illustrative Masterplan, the respondents’
were generally positive. There were some concerns relating

and so have requested that teenage equipment be included

to development density; however, the density proposed is

within the open space. As such, a new Trim Trail has been

close to the Council minimum, but allows for the delivery of a

incorporated into the open space, close to the proposed LEAP.

mixture of housing types, as requested by the residents who

Land North of Station Road,
Market Bosworth

responded to the consultation.

5.3 To inform the local community about the new development
proposals a consultation leaflet was distributed to residents
within Market Bosworth inviting them to submit feedback
between 22nd August and 9th September 2020.

5.10 In terms of general responses, further comments relating
to local highway capacity are unfounded as the results of the
highway capacity surveys demonstrate that the site access
junction will operate well within capacity and will not have
a material impact on queues or delays on the local highway

5.4 The leaflet provided information on the following:
• Details of the proposal, including possible dwelling numbers
and affordable housing provision;
• Benefits that the delivery of the development will provide;
• The Illustrative Masterplan;
• Information on how the resident could input into the planning
process; and
• Details of the process under which the application will
undertake.

LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH

5.12 It has been demonstrated that Richborough Estates has made

supportive of bungalows, smaller homes and much needed

open space facilities for older children in Market Bosworth

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
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5.5 The consultation was also advertised on the Richborough

network. Further, the site is considered as a sustainable
location, having a range of local facilities within walking
distance and the development site benefits from having
existing bus stops and services located less than 100m from
the centre of the site.
5.11 With regards to the potential impact upon local services the
applicant is committed to making financial contributions to
increase the relevant capacity if necessary.

DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

Richborough Estates are preparing an outline planning application for new homes
on land to the north of Station Road, Market Bosworth.
We Want Your Feedback
This leaflet has been prepared to illustrate the vision for the site and to seek
residents feedback on the development proposals.
Your response, using the enclosed feedback card, will help shape the finalised
proposals that will be submitted in the planning application to Hinckley and
Bosworth Borough Council.
Please submit feedback by

Illustrative Masterplan
Layout presented at public consultation | NTS
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06
DESIGN PROPOSALS
DESIGN PROPOSALS
6.1 This section provides a comprehensive description of

USE AND AMOUNT

APPEARANCE AND CHARACTER

the proposal and elaborates design principles. A series

Addresses how much development is proposed and how

Addresses aspects of the place which determine the visual

of parameter plans are provided which summarise the

the proposed mix of uses fit into the area. For residential

impression it makes, excluding the external built form of

particulars of the development in respect of use and amount,

development, this means the number and mix of dwellings

the development, and how its appearance fits in with the

access, layout, scale, appearance and landscape. The level of

proposed and the associated density.

context.

detail is appropriate to the issues relative to the context and

LAYOUT

SCALE

Includes the way in which buildings, routes and open spaces

This section of the statement addresses the scale, height

are provided within the development and their relationship

and massing parameters of proposed buildings.

demonstrate how a development could work and comprises

to buildings and spaces outside the development and covers
how the site has been designed to reduce the fear of crime.

LANDSCAPE

up to 63 dwellings, taking into consideration key points from
the Good Design Guide SPD.

ACCESS

enhance or protect the sites amenity through hard and soft

Covers accessibility to and within the site for vehicles, cycles

measures, for example through planting of trees or hedges

and pedestrians in terms of the positioning, treatment and

or screening by walls and fences.

scope of the application for outline planning permission.
6.2 The proposed Illustrative Masterplan has been prepared to

6.3 The following subsections outline the key principles of the
design proposals:

types of access. It also includes circulation routes and how
these fit into the surrounding access network.

This covers the treatment of private and public space which

This section also outlines the strategy for surface water
and foul drainage and the broad strategy for ecological
protection and enhancement.
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Illustrative Masterplan | 1:1000
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USE & AMOUNT
Residential Development

6.4 The parameter plans and associated wording set out
in this section are to be ‘fixed’ as part of the Outline

6.7 The proposed Illustrative Masterplan indicatively comprises up

Public Open Space
6.11 Policy 19 of the Core Strategy (Green Space and Play

Planning Permission (OPA) and have been assessed in the

to 63 dwellings, providing an average density of 31 dwellings

Provision) sets the total requirement of open space for all new

accompanying Environment Statement forming part of this

per hectare, based on the net developable area of 2.04

developments. The calculation is shown below and assumes

OPA.

hectares. The proposed density allows for the provision of

an average household size of 2.3 (as stated in the Hinckley and

a range of dwellings of varying sizes and tenures which will

Bosworth Borough Council Open Space and Recreation Study

offer choice and promote a sustainable, balanced residential

2016):

6.5 The parameters plans will provide a framework for future,
more detailed designs, and will define the type of development

development.

that can be bought forward at the Reserved Matters stage.

6.8 The Illustrative Masterplan seeks to deliver a range of

• Land Use

housing types to cater for a variety of household sizes, with an

• Access and Movement

emphasis on ‘starter’ and family accommodation. A hierarchy

• Building Heights

of dwellings can be achieved, including some larger 4

• Green Infrastructure

bedroom detached properties, 2 or 3 bedroom semi-detached,
1 or 2 bedroom bungalows and 1 bedroom maisonettes.

6.6 The Parameter Plans should be read in conjunction with
all documents submitted as part of the OPA package. The

Affordable Housing

accompanying Illustrative Masterplan (presented on page 43)

6.9 As set out in the Core Strategy DPD (2009) Policy 15 requires

shows one way in which the development could be laid out in

40% of any proposed development above 4no. dwellings to be

accordance with these parameters.

offered as affordable housing.
6.10 Subject to consent, the exact housing mix and affordable
housing tenure split will be discussed with Hinckley and
Bosworth Borough Council at a Reserved Matters stage in
accordance with Policy 15.

63 dwellings x 2.3 people per household = 145 population.
Equipped Children’s Play Space

0.02ha

Casual Informed Play Space

0.10ha

Outdoor Sports Provision		

0.23ha

Accessible Natural Green Sapce

0.29ha

TOTAL				0.64ha
6.12 The proposed development provides 2.16ha.
6.13 In conjunction with the local authority guidance, the
Illustrative Masterplan provides a locally equipped area for
play (L.E.A.P) approximately 400 sqm within the public open
space. The proposals also include a trim trail and circular
walk.

Proposed Development Schedule
6.14 The below schedule sets out the use and associated
calculations for the proposed development:
Open Market Dwellings (60%):

38

Affordable Dwellings (40%):

25

Total number dwellings: 		

63

Gross site area: 			

4.20 hectares / 10.38

acres
THE GOOD DESIGN GUIDE : DESIGN OBJECTIVES
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Public open Space: 		

2.16 hectares / 5.34 acres

Net developable area: 		

2.04 hectares / 5.04 acres

Density: 				31 dph

Land Use Parameter Plan | NTS

LEGEND
LEGEND
Site Application
Boundary
4.2ha / 10.38 acresSite Application Boundary
4.2ha / 10.38 acres

Developable Area (including roads)

2.04 ha / 5.05 acres roads)
Developable Area (including
2.04 ha / 5.05 acresPublic Open Space
2.16 ha / 5.34 acres

Public Open Space
2.16 ha / 5.34 acres
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50m

LAYOUT
6.15 The proposed illustrative masterplan has been designed

6.19 The open space to the east of the development retains all

around the constraints of the site as identified in the previous

existing trees and hedgerows and maintains a parkland

legible building lines, defines the public realm and protects

sections and summarised in the following paragraphs.

character. Interconnecting footpaths and an equipped area

the amenity of residents. This approach also promotes

of play open provide publicly accessible green infrastructure

continuity, creates an active street scene and achieves a safe,

and amenity to the wider community. In addition the

attractive environment. The scale and depth of development

Hilltop woodland will be supplemented with new planting to

zones is based on good practice, creating clearly defined

strengthen the woodland character backdrop to the site, and

blocks with suitable back-to-back distances.

6.16 The existing access drive to the golf club will be retained,
forming a linear street through the centre of the development
and continuing to connect Station Road with the golf club.
This affords an opportunity to create a tree lined avenue as a

linked through a new footpath that runs parallel to Station

primary street within a clear hierarchy of streets throughout

Road.

the site.

6.20 Sustainable drainage utilises the topography of the site

6.17 To maintain the view and vista identified in the Neighbourhood

to provide an attenuation pond in the lowest area to the

Plan (view 1 and vista 11), the building lines to the southern

south-western boundary. In addition, two new ponds are

and eastern boundaries are tailored to suit. To the southern

proposed to the north-east corner of the site providing a new

edge (fronting Station Road) the building line is set back

wetland habitat in the least accessible area of the site. Both

significantly from the existing street, with a formal building

pond areas will serve as landscape features within the site

line, to assist in framing the view. The resulting gap

promoting biodiversity growth.

between Station Road and the proposed dwellings creates an
opportunity for a parkland character, which can be created

6.21 To the centre of the development a new ‘village green’ is

through carefully considered landscape and boundary

proposed to create a focal point along the primary access

materials to maintain the Bosworth Parkland Character

road that spans the junction between the two secondary

identified in the Neighbourhood Plan.

streets. This feature provides some formal open space to
encourage social interaction, assists in wayfinding through the

6.18 To the eastern edge of the development the built form curves

development, and adds to the variety of interconnected green

around from Station Road and follows an irregular, informal

spaces (wetland – village green – parkland).

building line to create a soft edge, and align with the approved
golf club chalets directly north of the site. This low lying edge

6.22 The abundance of open space and landscaped boundaries

in the form of bungalows, retains the identified vista and

encourages an outward facing development. The majority of

provides a gentle transition from development to open space.

development parcels look out onto landscape, whether this
be the parkland public open space to the east and south, the
attenuation pond to the south-west, or the existing hedgerow
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6.23 Use of housing block principles follows best practice, creates
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SCORE
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to the north. Within the development core, many dwellings
look out on to the tree lined avenue or the village green, all
providing a high quality of life for residents.

DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

6.24 In response to the site’s location the following principles have
been established to ensure the development delivers a clear
and distinguishable character reflecting the local vernacular:
• Ensuring dwellings address the public realm and locate
defensible private space to the rear;
• Create a well-defined primary street to aid users to orientate
themselves within the site with the use of focal points to define
legibility;
• Responding to the land topography by using varied building
patterns to create an articulated roofscape, with bungalows
located towards the higher part of the site to reduce the builtform height of the development;
• Creating linked green spaces which offer meeting points and
safeguard potential pedestrian and cycle connections;
• Safeguard existing landscape and ecology components; and
• Locate dual aspect buildings at street corners to provide a
positive frontage to both elevations and provide surveillance.

LEGEND

Layout | NTS

Landmark / focal building
Retained view and vista from Market
Bosworth Neighbourhood Plan
Tree lined avenue
Key View
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ACCESS

Proposed Access Drawing | NTS

6.25 The Indicative Masterplan shows the disposition of land uses and
the proposed structure for movement within the development.
A well-connected movement network, accessible by all users, is
proposed which helps to ensure that all areas of the development
will be accessible, easy to navigate, safe and secure. The proposed
access and movement strategy will focus on the delivery of the
following elements which are in accordance with the objectives of
national and local planning policy:
• Proposed access points;
• Proposed pedestrian and cycle movement network;
• Street hierarchy;
• Street typologies; and
• Parking strategy.
6.26 The location of the development, adjacent to the existing and
established community of Market Bosworth, is a positive
characteristic which has been maximised through the provision of
direct and attractive pedestrian routes.

Proposed Vehicular Access Points
6.27 Vehicular access to the proposed development will be provided at
the existing entrance to Kyngs Golf and Country Club from Station
Road via a ‘T’ Junction arrangement, as shown on the adjacent
plan.
6.28 The access maintains a through route to the Kyngs Golf and Country
Club.

Pedestrian and Cycle Access Strategy
6.29 The development of an integrated pedestrian/cycle network within
the site is seen as a key part of the transport infrastructure for the
THE GOOD DESIGN GUIDE : DESIGN OBJECTIVES
ADAPTABLE AND RESILIENT
ENCOURAGE EASE OF MOVEMENT

SCORE

☑
☑

site. Pedestrians are led into the site from links created between
areas of existing and proposed residential development.
6.30 Cycle use is encouraged through the high degree of permeability
within the layout. With local facilities located nearby and low
vehicular speeds proposed within the development, cyclists will
therefore find it safe and convenient to use the streets for cycling.
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Primary Street
Secondary Street
Private Drive
Pedestrian Footpath
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Street Hierarchy

Parking

6.31 A clear hierarchy of streets is proposed creating an integrated

6.37 Parking will be designed in line with the current guidance

6.39 Allocated parking will predominantly be provided on plot,

movement network. Variation in the street types proposed aids

contained within Manual for Streets and Hinckley and

within the curtilage, either to the front or side of dwellings,

in the creation of a legible and permeable development, whilst

Bosworth Borough Council.

with individual bays and/or garages set back from the building

also providing for, and encouraging pedestrian and cycle
movement, and delivering necessary vehicular connections.
6.32 Streets will be designed as key aspects of the public space,

6.38 Parking should be provided in a location that is both
convenient and well overlooked. It should be designed to

line, to allow ease of access to dwellings.
6.40 Allocated residential parking will be provided at a minimum

be as unobtrusive to the street scene as possible, with

rate of 1 no. car space per 1-bedroom dwellings, and 2 no

the nature and form of which will vary according to their

screening provided by the use of hedges and planting, where

spaces per dwelling, for units with 2 or more bedrooms.

connectivity, function and location within the development

appropriate.

proposals. The development proposals have been influenced
by “Manual for Streets 1 & 2”, which encourages designers
to move away from standardised prescriptive measures and
to adopt a more innovative approach, in order to create highquality places for all users, ages and abilities.
6.33 The development and internal road network will be designed
encourage low vehicular speeds (circa 20mph) and streets will
be defined by the building layout, so that buildings and spaces,
instead of roads, dominate the street scene. The design will
promote safe walking and high permeability through the site
and aims to limit the potential for anti-social behaviour.
6.34 The proposed street hierarchy recognises the need to combine
the function of the street as a movement corridor, alongside
its placemaking function. The importance of each of the street
types in terms of its movement and place function varies
within the hierarchy.
6.35 Within the site the Primary Street will provide the main
vehicular access route into the development from Station
Road.
6.36 The following street typologies are proposed for inclusion
within the proposals:
• Primary Street;
• Secondary Street; and
• Private Drive.

50
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6.41 Vehicle/pedestrian visibility splays of 1.5 x 1.5m/2m x 2m (from
the back of highway to the side of driveway, assuming a 2.4m
car width) should be incorporated where parking spaces abut
the back edge of footway or the highway boundary.
6.42 Where parking is provided on street (via parallel or
perpendicular bays) it should be carefully designed to be
typically no more than 4 spaces appear in a row, and areas of
landscaping and/or planting should be used to break up the
appearance.

Road Hierarchy Sections | NTS

Primary Street

Secondary Street

Private Drive

Private Drive / Public Open Space
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APPEARANCE & CHARACTER

Area A

6.43 Following the analysis of the character of the different parts

Station Road Frontage

of Market Bosworth in the vicinity of the site, this section of
the Statement includes some preliminary suggestions for the

Area B

Area C

Green Edge

Village Green

architectural approach and variations in character we propose
for the key areas of the proposed development. The proposed
key areas are:
• Area A: Station Road Frontage;
• Area B: Green Edge; and
• Area C: Village Green.
6.44 The proposed key areas will be particularly critical to the
appearance and assimilation of the development. Specific

Key Plan | NTS

attention will be paid to the landscape and massing within
these areas and how they frame key spaces and streets to
ensure their design contribute towards creating quality.

“The identity or character of a place comes
from the way that buildings, streets and spaces,
landscape and infrastructure combine together
and how people experience them. It is not just
about the buildings or how a place looks, but how
it engages with all of the senses.”

Area C

Para. 49, NDG 2019

Area A
THE GOOD DESIGN GUIDE : DESIGN OBJECTIVES
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Area B

Area A Station Road Frontage
Station Road Frontage
6.45 This character area fronts onto Station Road and forms
the gateway into the development. The building line is
intentionally set back from Station Road to retain identified key
views (View 1 within the Neighbourhood Plan) on the approach
into Market Bosworth.
6.46 The proposals suggest a formal building line to assist in
framing the above view, reinforcing the local character, and
preventing future development encroaching into the view.
6.47 The generous set back from Station Road affords an
opportunity to create an area of public open space in a
parkland character, this assists in retaining a sense of
openness to the site, reducing the impact on the existing
character of Station Road.
6.48 Existing hedgerows will be retained and enhanced where
necessary. Where there exists a gap in the hedgerow, to
either side of the existing golf club access, an estate railing
is suggested to the boundaries to further demonstrate a
parkland character. Gates or openings in the fence will allow
pedestrians access to bus stops and crossings.

Precedent image: Corner turning dwelling

Precedent image: Formal building line

Precedent image: Retained view

LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH
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Area B Green Edge
Green Edge

Precedent image: Development fronting onto open space

6.49 This character area forms the periphery of the Eastern edge
of the development. As the topography of the site reduce
from east to west, this is the highest part of the proposed
development area, as such this boundary consists of
bungalows to minimise impact on the surrounding context.
To assist in visually softening this edge, the building line is
informal with a mix of gables and flat fronted units to break up
roofscape and built form.
6.50 The bungalows are outward facing to offer natural surveillance
to the public open space and adjacent play area.

Precedent image: Bungalow

6.51 Private drives to the periphery offer further opportunities to
help soften development through the use of careful selected
materials.

Precedent image: Woodland play (LEAP)
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Area C Village Green
Village Green

Precedent image: Built form fronting the open space

6.52 This character area forms a central focal point within the
development. The ‘village green’ is a small landscaped area
of public open space located centrally along the tree lined
avenue connecting the site access to the golf club.
6.53 The position of the green occupies a key space between the
two secondary street junctions and consists of an publicly
accessible lawned area with feature tree planting to the
centre. Benches will be provided encourage social activity and
assimilate the development with existing communities.
6.54 The Primary Street is afforded a tree lined verge to the
Precedent image: Built form fronting the open space

western side to denote it’s importance in the street hierarchy.
Together with the ‘village green’ these act as attractive
markers to assist all users with navigating through the
development.
6.55 The surrounding built form is formally arranged fronting onto
the ‘village green’ to give a sense of enclosure to the space.
6.56 To focal point is further defined by changes in materials to
the periphery of the green. These could potentially be shared
surfaces, to assist in slowing traffic and promote a safe and
accessible environment for pedestrians and cyclists.
Precedent image: Tree lined avenue

Precedent image: Tree lined avenue fronting onto open space
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Area A Station Road Frontage
Indicative Street Scene A-A

Key Plan | NTS

A
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Area B Green Edge
Indicative Street Scene B-B

Key Plan | NTS

B

B
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Area C Village Green
Indicative Street Scene C-C

Existing properties
fronting Station Road

Dwellings set back behind parkland
style public open space to respect
MBNP identified View 1

Station Road
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Corner turning house types

Key Plan | NTS

C

Village Green
public open space

C

Tree lined avenue

Change in material denotes key space
and encourages low vehicle speeds

Golf Club entrance

LAND AT STATION ROAD, MARKET BOSWORTH

Vehicular and pedestrian
access maintained for
adjacent golf club
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SCALE
Building Heights
6.57 The height and massing of the proposed development varies
across the site according to the nature of the public realm
to be created. The majority of residential development will
be 2-storey, reflecting the surrounding built form of Market
Bosworth.
6.58 Variety in the heights and massing of the residential buildings
will be achieved through the use of a range of house types
and sizes, ranging from smaller 1 and 2 no. bed bungalows,
through to larger 4 and 5-bedroom detached houses.
6.59 The occasional use of an increase in storey heights (up to
2.5-storeys) could be used where it would be appropriate to
aid legibility and provide articulation within the street scene,
or to define the following key elements of the proposals:
• The Primary Avenue;
• Landmark building terminating key views.
6.60 Bungalows are proposed to the eastern edge to provide a soft
edge and gentle transition from development to open space.
The lower building heights help relate the development to the
existing residential context opposite the site.

THE GOOD DESIGN GUIDE : DESIGN OBJECTIVES
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Single storey dwelling
Up to 2.5 storey dwelling
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Built Form
6.61 Built form is the three-dimensional pattern or arrangement
of development blocks, streets, buildings and open spaces.
It is the interrelationship between all these elements that
creates an attractive place to live, work and visit, rather than
their individual characteristics. Together they create the built
environment and contribute to its character and sense of
place.
6.62 The design solution for the site reflects the variety in
townscape form that can be seen in Market Bosworth and in
particular the area surrounding the site.

6.63 The arrangement of the built form creates a network of
attractive street and spaces including:
• A wider main street corridor emphasising the primary
vehicular access;
• Access to development blocks will be provided via a legible
network of streets with a clear hierarchy;
• The design of the development proposals is based on the
principle of perimeter blocks that enclose back gardens,
providing a strong frontage to the public realm and ensuring
active frontages overlook streets and spaces wherever
possible;

Indicative Site Section AA | NTS
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• A series of focal spaces will be accommodated within the
proposals aiding legibility;
• Green infrastructure is a key organising element of the
masterplan, aiming to ensure a site-specific identity is
created. Development has been shaped by the parkland
setting and retained views and vistas of the Market Bosworth
Neighbourhood Plan;
• Existing tree and hedgerow planting have been retained
wherever possible within the proposals;

Key Plan | NTS
• The provision of wider key green infrastructure links will help
to improve existing habitats on-site, as well as catering for
biodiversity enhancements;
• Development is set back from the southern and eastern site
boundaries, enabling the creation of a softer development
edge, and a sympathetic landscaped transition from built form
to the wider countryside beyond the site;

• The development will provide active frontages to proposed
areas of public open space, landscape planting and areas for
formal play, providing natural surveillance and opportunities
for active overlooking; and
• Larger/taller or by merit of materials and detailing, more
distinct recognisable landmark buildings are located in key
locations.

A
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Density

Continuity and Massing

6.64 The development will achieve an average density of 31

6.66 Key development frontages, such as those overlooking areas

dwellings per hectare (dph) across the site, which ensures

of public open space and following the primary movement

the efficient use of land, yet is reflective of the surrounding

route, will be particularly considered and critical to the

area, helping to assimilate the proposals into the surrounding

appearance of the development. Particular attention will be

areas.

paid to the massing and architectural style of these buildings,

6.65 This average density allows for the formation of differing
densities across the development; including higher densities
within the core, and lower densities towards the peripheries of
the site.

so that they contribute positively to the quality and character
of the new development. These frontages should be designed
as a composition, with consideration also given to the spaces
they adjoin.

Indicative Site Section BB | NTS
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LANDSCAPE

Existing Native Hed
and Enhanced

Landscape Strategy Plan | NTS

6.67 The delivery of well-designed accessible and inclusive public
spaces will offer residents spaces to socialise and engage
with each other, encouraging interaction and opportunities to

Proposed Street Tre

Boundary hedgerow to the north
maintained and enhanced with
hedgerow tree planting to provide a
soft edge and buffer with the consented
development and golf club to the north.

benefit from healthy lifestyle choices.

“The quality of the spaces between buildings
is as important as the buildings themselves.
Public spaces are streets, squares, and other
spaces that are open to all. They are the setting
for most movement. The design of a public space
encompasses its siting and integration into the
wider network of routes as well as its various
elements. These include areas allocated to
different users – cars, cyclists and pedestrians
– for different purposes such as movement or
parking, hard and soft surfaces, street furniture,
lighting, signage and public art.”

Proposed Native Op

Avenue tree planting centrally within the
site will provide a high-quality strong
sense of arrival to both the site and the
consented Kyngs Golf and Country Club
to the north.

Proposed Wildflowe
Planting

Bungalows fronting open space
allow views beyond the site and
consented golf club chalets to the
wider countryside to the north.
Hedgerow to the eastern site
boundary enhanced with new
hedgerow tree planting to
soften development edge, whilst
retaining views across open
space towards the wooded
backdrop

Central feature tree and
perimeter hedging to
village green

Hilltop woodland retained and
supplemented with new tree
planting within open space to
strengthen wooded character and
backdrop.

Wildflower / meadow
grassland to areas of
public open space to
provide amenity and
wildlife benefits.

6.68 The Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) supports
the outline planning application for the development proposal.
The analysis of potential impacts has been used to inform
the design of the layout and masterplan. This enables the
masterplan to respond positively to potential landscape and

Emorsgate: EM3- Speci

Marginal Planting
Planting around at
ecological interest.

Creation of publicly accessible
open space with elevated views
across the wider landscape to
the north from the hillside east
of the site. Areas of Open space
accessed by new paths off
Station Road

Retained views of the upper slopes on the approach to Market
Bosworth from the west (identified as key ‘View 1’ within the
Neighbourhood Plan). This is to be achieved with a development set
back from Station Road to avoid interrupting views.

visual impacts.

Proposed wildflower
provide ecological be

Sloping land to the east of the
site to be retained as public
open space to maintain north
facing views from Godsons Hill
(identified as key ‘Vista 11 within
the Neighbourhood Plan),

Opportunities to provide
marginal vegetation
associated with
attenuation features
and existing pond for
wildlife and biodiversity
enhancements.

(Para. 99, NDG 2019)

Wildflower Meado

6.69 Building upon the findings of the baseline report, a number
of key design considerations emerged for a landscape-led

Open space alongside Station Road beyond
estate railings and retained as a parkland
character with open views across area of
grassland and specimen trees with pathways
connecting open space. Properties fronting
open space beyond private driveways provide
an attractive frontage.

Suggested Specie

Trees within the site retained in open space to the east of
the development and supplemented with new trees to reflect
field boundaries. Trees scattered to allow intervisibility and
retain views across the site to the wider landscape to the
north.
Iris pseudacorus

approach to design. The features and principles are indicated
on the Landscape Strategy Plan opposite.
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Street / Avenue Trees
Smaller scale ornamental trees to create an attractive scene and
provide internal greenery and seasonal interest. Avenue street
trees will consist of smaller ornamental and native street trees.

Native Open Space Trees
Native scattered trees are proposed to increase characteristic planting within the open spaces and
to enhance planting at the buffer with the existing woodland edge whilst ensureing that key views
are retained.

Suggested Species:

Suggested Species:

Prunus avium ‘Plena’
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Sorbus aucuparia ‘Sheerwater Seedling’

Acer campestre

Corylus avellana

Quercus robur

Enhancement to Native Hedgerow
Species

Mix

Acer campestre (Field Maple)

10%

Corylus avellana (Hazel)

10%

Ilex aquifolium (Holly)

10%

Prunus spinosa (Blackthorn)

10%

Crataegus monogyna
(Hawthorn)

60%

LEGEND

Green Infrastructure | NTS

Existing vegetation
Proposed trees
Public open space
SuDS / Attenuation basin with
features suitable for wildlife
Locally equipped area for play
(LEAP)
Trim trail and circular walk
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Drainage Strategy

Preliminary Drainage Strategy | NTS

6.70 A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been prepared by PJS
Land Development Ltd. The report demonstrates that the

A1

General Notes:
1. Do not scale this drawing. If in doubt, ask.
2. This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other relevant
Engineers, Architects and specialist design drawings and details.

proposed development is not at significant flood risk, and

Pond

3. All dimensions are in metres unless noted otherwise. All levels
are in metres unless noted otherwise.
4. Any discrepancies noted on site are to be reported to the
Engineer immediately.

simple flood mitigation strategies are recommended to

Godsons Hill
Farm
IL: 97.761m

address any residual risk that may remain.

Key:

6.71 A surface water drainage strategy has been produced for

Indicative Foul Water Sewer Network.

the site. It is proposed that on-site attenuation is provided
RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

VP

41

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

RTW

EXP
EXP

RTW
RTW

12

RTW
TK

TK

EXP
EXP
EXP
EXP
EXP

EXP

RTW

13

EXP

EXP

EXP
104.200

RTW

The below changes should be considered to the Architects' in order to
develop the site economically and minimise retaining features;

S1
CL: 104.054m
IL: 102.704m

1)
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Design Opportunities...
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07
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
OVERALL APPROACH
7.1 This Design and Access Statement has set out a clear
explanation of the design process, community engagement
and consultation process undertaken with the local
community and other key stakeholders. The design process
has also included a comprehensive and thorough assessment
of the site and its immediate context, the development of a
clear set of principles to guide the design of the site.
7.2 As stated in the National Design Guide, 2019:

“Well-designed places and buildings come about
when there is a clearly expressed ‘story’ for the
design concept and how it has evolved into a
design proposal. This explains how the concept
influences the layout, form, appearance and
details of the proposed development. It may draw
its inspiration from the site, its surroundings
or a wider context. It may also introduce new
approaches to contrast with, or complement, its
context. ”
(Para. 16, NDG 2019)
The ‘story’ has been set out within this Design and Access

CONCLUSION
7.6 The masterplan is founded on best practice urban design
principles, community integration and sustainable
development, with strong links to the wider area.
7.7 Market Bosworth will be a highly desirable place to live for the
21st century and beyond, reflecting the desirable elements of
the local vernacular. The proposals respect the local character
but also move the community towards a more sustainable
future, through an increase in housing choice. Development
will accord with the principles of high-quality design and
best practice to create a townscape that is both varied, and
yet sympathetic to its environment. The aim is to achieve
a development with a strong identity and distinct sense of
place, whilst at the same time integrating with the existing
community.

• Delivery of new open spaces or the benefit of both new and
existing residents in the area.
• Providing a development that is well connected, readily
understood and easily navigated, with the delivery of a new
access from Station Road to the south of the site;
• The creation of legible routes through the development,
complementing existing routes and providing sustainable
transport choices;
• The creation of a strong landscape structure, focused around
the retained woodland, responding to the local area, and
enhancing and optimising the immediate locality; and
• Promoting the objectives of sustainable development through
layout and design.

7.8 The development proposals will offer the following main
benefits:
• The delivery of up to 63 new homes in a range of dwellings
types, sizes and tenure, offering an accessible and acceptable
choice of lifestyles;
• The creation of an integrated and sustainable residential
community with a responsive design and sympathetic
relationship to the existing settlement;

Statement to inform and address all ten characteristics
discussed in the guide.
7.3 The plans and design approach together with the supporting
illustrative strategies demonstrate how the vision for Market
Bosworth can be delivered to meet the 3 key NPPF objectives
of sustainable design
• A social objective;
• An economic objective
• An environmental objective.
7.4 The proposals also reflect the ‘Good Design Guide’ SPD in its
approach and aspirations to provide high quality design.
7.5 The development of Station Road provides a unique
opportunity to create a new development, building on the
legacy and distinctive character of the site. Creating housing
choice and provide areas of truly accessible public open space,
whilst improving public access across the site and the wider
pedestrian network.
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